Dear High School Colleagues:

Please excuse the German 5 and AP German students from classes on Thursday, October 28th from 10:40 -3:25. Please note that the time of the field trip has been extended to the end of the day because we will be meeting with the director of the film from Germany afterwards here at Lab to discuss his work.

These two classes will participate in a field trip that day which has been approved by Matt Horvat. Students have been instructed that they are responsible for turning in any work due that day in advance and for finding out what homework will be due the following day. On this day, students will attend the Chicago International Children's Film festival to see a documentary film and participate in a discussion with other high school students from around the areas.

Title: Neukölln Unlimited, Germany, 96 min.

This is the North American Premiere M V P...

For those interested, here is a summary of the film: "Relying on break-dancing and musical talent to get them through each day, three resourceful teenage siblings must figure out budgets, pay the family’s rent, and find an identity between illegal immigrants and hip-hop hopefuls.

However, youngest sibling Maradona is in danger of flunking out of school, which could spell disaster for the entire family. Will Maradona’s reckless streak derail their dreams and get the family deported? In this award-winning documentary, a family survives on their art and lives on the edge, yearning to belong in the place they call home."

A list of students by class follows.
If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact me.

Marianne Zemil

**AP German:**
Brehm, Jefferson  
Harboe, Henry  
Hensel, Andrew  
Nirenberg, Alexander  
Postone, Benjamin  
Worcester, Jonathan

**German 5**
Biskind, Jeremy  
Castaneda, Christian  
Grant, Rosellen  
Greenblatt, Hannah  
Jungert, Matthew  
Ortel IV, Alexander  
Wald, Kristina  
Yunis, Catherine
German 3
Meryl Charleston
Wolfgang Foulkes
Deborah Krull
Rolland Long
Caroline Montag
Adele Rehkemper
Lili Steffen
Duncan Weinstein
Shuodan (Danny) Zhang

German 4:
Jeremy Biskind
Christian Castaneda
Rosellen Grant
Hannah Greenblatt
Hannah Herbst
Matthew Jungert
Alexander Ortel IV
Kristina Wald
Catherine Yunis